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We continue the study begun in [7] of invariants of 1-1 tangles, knots 
and 3-manifolds which arise from quantum coalgebras over a field k. Quan- 
tum coalgebras are structures which include the duals of finite-dimensional 
quantum algebras. Quantum algebras, defined and studied in [4], are gen- 
eralizations of quasitriangular Hopf algebras. A quantum coalgebra C over 
k produces invariants of 1-1 tangles (more precisely, invariants of 1-1 tan- 
gle diagrams) which are functionals on C. Quantum coalgebras need ad- 
ditional structure, as do quasitriangular Hopf algebras, to produce invari- 
ants of knots or 3-manifolds. These invariants of knots and 3-manifolds are 
scalars which are calculated from the 1-1 tangle invariants. In this paper 
we are primarily concerned with the invariants of 1-1 tangles. 
We note that the Jones polynomial can be thought of as a knot invariant 
which arises from a quantum coalgebra since it is a knot invariant which 
arises from a finite-dimensional quantum algebra [4]. It seems that comput- 
ing invariants which arise from a finite-dimensional quantum algebra over 
a field k in terms of the dual quantum coalgebra provides a much different 
combinatorial perspective for understanding these invariants. 
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The main purpose of this paper is to describe a theoretical construc- 
tion which should greatly simplify the study of the quantum coalgebras as 
structures which produce 1-1 tangle and/or knot invariants. A quantum 
coalgebra over the field k is a certain triple (C,/3, S), where C is a coal- 
gebra over k, /3: C x C ~ k is a bilinear form and S is a certain linear 
automorphism of C. For certain triples (C, b, T), where C is a coalgebra 
over the field k, b: C × C ~ k is a bilinear form, and T is a linear au- 
tomorphism of C, we can construct a quantum coalgebra (Cr, 13, S) with 
the properties that C r = C @ S(C), b = 131c×c, and S21c = T. If (D,/3, S) 
is a quantum coalgebra over k and C is a subcoalgebra of D which sat- 
isfies D = C + S(C), $2(C) = C and Sic: C -+ D c°p is a coalgebra map, 
then the triple (C,/3[c×c, T), where T = $21c, allows for the construction 
of (CT, 13, S) and (D,/3, S) is a quotient of (CT, 13, S). The 1-1 tangle in- 
variants produced by (C T, 13, S) and (D,/3, S) are the same. Thus we may 
replace (D,/3, S) by (Cr, 13, S) as far as computing 1-1 tangle invariants. 
Since C + S(C) is replaced by C (9 S(C) in CT we have "separated" C and 
S(C) as far as computing 1-1 tangle invariants. 
We use our construction to study a class of quantum coalgebras related 
to the classification of the quantum algebra structures on the algebra A = 
M2(k ) of 2 x 2 matrices over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
0 which was made in [6]. A quantum coalgebra C in our class is generated 
as a coalgebra by elements v which satisfy A(v) = g ® v + v @ h, where g 
and h are grouplike lements of C. In particular, C is pointed. The analysis 
of the quantum coalgebra C and the form of its associated invariants is 
surprisingly complicated. This paper can be regarded as a first step in the 
study of pointed quantum coalgebras. 
The quantum coalgebras in the class we are studying give rise to 1- 
1 tangle invariants dominated by the writhe and Whitney degree or the 
writhe and in that sense provide nothing new. However, computation of 
the invariants gives rise to Laurent polynomial identities which seem to 
provide a combinatorial perspective on 1-1 tangles which may not be so 
readily apparent in other contexts. 
Our basic goal in the study of quantum coalgebras i , as one might expect, 
to find new invariants. As this long term study continues hopefully at the 
very least interesting equations involving familiar invariants will emerge. 
The coalgebras of Section 4 are finite-dimensional and pointed. By a se- 
ries of reductions, to study their invariants of 1-1 tangles we need only study 
certain strict quantum coalgebras (CT, 13, S) arising from triples (C, b, T) 
which we now describe in some detail. 
As a coalgebra C = kg @ kh (9 V, where g, h are grouplike elements of 
C and v ~ V satisfies A(v) = g ® v + v ® h. The 1-1 tangle invariant which 
(CT, 13, S) produces formally encodes whether or not the over crossing line 
or the under crossing line of a crossing is encountered first as the 1-1 tangle 
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is traversed from bottom to top. The relation A(v) = g ® v + v ® h accounts 
for encoding this information. 
The linear automorphism T of C satisfies T(g) = g, T(h) = h, and 
T(V)  = V. Furthermore the characteristic polynomial of T]v is (X - 1) n, 
where n = Dim V, and V has one Jordan block. Still, determining the pos- 
sibilities for b = [3lc×c requires a fair amount of work. 
In [10] we use our construction to study a class of quantum coalgebras 
which includes the quantum coalgebra which gives rise to the Jones poly- 
nomial. These coalgebras produce polynomial invariants of 1-1 tangles and 
knots. We are in the process of investigating the invariants which arise from 
this class [5]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to the prereq- 
uisite discussion of coalgebras and related algebraic structures needed for 
this paper. We also discuss bilinear forms and their connection with coalge- 
bra endomorphisms and recall the definition of a quantum coalgebra nd 
discuss some of the basic properties of quantum coalgebras. 
In Section 2 we recall in detail how the invariants of 1-1 tangles of in- 
terest in this paper are computed. Section 3 is devoted to the construction 
(CT, [~, S) mentioned above. We describe extra structure for C which en- 
ables one to construct knot invariants from the 1-1 tangle invariants arising 
from (C T, [~, S). Section 4 uses this construction of Section 3 to determine 
the 1-1 tangle invariants which arise from the pointed coalgebras of interest 
in this paper. 
In Section 5 we discuss the 1-1 tangle invariants which arise in this paper, 
analyzing in detail the implications of their formal description. 
We expect he reader to have rudimentary knowledge of coalgebras. [1], 
[9], or [13] is more than adequate. Throughout k is a field. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we discuss notation conventions, ome elementary aspects 
of coalgebra theory, bilinear forms in general, and bilinear forms on coal- 
gebras. 
Let U, V, and W be vector spaces over the field k. We denote the tensor 
product U ®k V by U ® V and write Hom(U, V) for HOmk(U, V). For 
linear maps f:  U -+ V and g: V --~ W we let gf: U --~ W denote the 
composite of f followed by g. The identity map of U is denoted by 1U which 
is also notation we frequently use for the multiplicative neutral element 
of an algebra. We refer to the map ~u, v: U ® V --+ V ® U defined by 
Zu, v(U ® v) = v ® u for all u ~ U and v ~ V as the twist map. For a ~ V* 
and v E V we denote the evaluation of a on v by either a(v) or (a, v). 
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1.1. Coalgebras and Bilinear Forms 
Let (C, A, e) be a coalgebra over k which we usually simply denote C. 
By C c°p we mean the coalgebra (C, A c°p, e) with the "opposite" coproduct 
Acop = Zc 'c A. An element c • C is grouplike if A(c) = c ® c and e(c) = 
1. By [13, Proposition 3.2.1.b] the set G(C) of grouplike elements of C 
is linearly independent. An element c • C is cocommutative if AmP(c) = 
A(c). The coalgebra C is pointed if all of its simple subcoalgebras re one- 
dimensional. Generally one-dimensional subcoalgebras of a coalgebra C 
are spanned by grouplike elements. 
Let g, h • G(C). Then c • C is a g:h-skew primitive element of C if 
A(c) = g ® c + c N h. Observe that the set of all g:h-skew primitive ele- 
ments of C is a subspace of C. 
For c • C we use the notation A(c) = c(1) ® c(2) to express the coproduct 
of C applied to c, a common variation of the Heyneman-Sweedler notation 
A(c) = ~ co) N c(2) for the coproduct. Writing A(c) = c(1 ) ® C(2 ) we thus 
have Ac°p(c) = c(2 ) ® c(i ). 
Set AO) = A and for n > 1 let h(n): C ---> C @-"  ® C (n + 1 tensorands) 
be defined inductively by A (n) = (A @ 1 c ® .. .  ® lc)A(n-1). For n > 1 we 
extend our notation for A(c) and write 
z~(n-1)(c) = c(1 ) ®. . .  ® c(n). 
Suppose that (C, A, e) is a coalgebra over k and that (A, m, ~?) is an 
algebra over k. Then the convolution algebra is the k-algebra Horn (C, A) 
with unit ~?e and product defined by 
( f  * g)(c) = f(c(1))g(c(2)) 
for all f, g • Hom(C,  A) and c • C. By A °p we mean the algebra 
(A, m °p, rl) over k with "opposite" product m °p = incA, A" When A = k 
the convolution algebra C* = Horn (C, k) is called the dual algebra of C. 
For a,/3 • C* we denote the product of a and/3 in the algebra C* by a/3 
or by a,fl .  
Observe that (C~°P) * = (C*) °p. The convolution algebra Hom (C, C*) 
plays a prominent role in this paper. It is useful to note that C is a C*- 
bimodule according to 
c*---~c = cO)(c*, c(2)) and c~---c * = (C*, C(1)}C(2 ) 
for all c* • C* and c • C. 
We now turn to bilinear forms and their relationship to coalgebras. Sup- 
pose that V is a vector space over the field k and let/3: V × V -+ k be a 
bilinear form. Denote by/3~: V ® V ---> k the linear map given by 
/31in(U @ V) ~-~ /3(U, Y) 
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for all u, v ~ V. Let/3e,/3r: V --+ V* be defined by 
=/3(u, v) =/3r(v)(u) 
for all u, v c V. The bilinear form/3 is left non-singular if/3e is one-one, is 
right non-singular if/3r is one-one, and is non-singular if it is both left and 
right non-singular. When V is finite-dimensional left non-singular or right 
non-singular is equivalent to non-singular. 
Now let T be a linear endomorphism of V. Then /3 is T-invariant if 
/3(T(u), T(v)) =/3(u, v) for all u, v e V. Suppose further that T is an au- 
tomorphism of V and/3 is T-invariant. We wish to examine the relationship 
between the form/3 and the generalized eigenspace V(a ) of T belonging to 
A. By definition V(a ) consists of all v • V which satisfy (T - A1v)n(v) = 0 
for some n > 0. 
Let p(X) = ao + alX +. . .  + a ,X ~ • k[X]. Since /3 is T-invariant and 
T is invertible we calculate for all u, v • V that 
/./ 
k/3(a iZ i (u)  , v) = ~ /3(u, aiT-i(v)). 
i=0 i=0 
Therefore 
/3(p(T)(u), v) =/3(u, p(T-1)(,O) (1) 
for all u, v • V. Observe that the eigenvalues of T are not zero since T 
is one-one. Let A, p • k \0 and suppose that A -1 # p. Since (X -  p)n 
and X - A -1 are relatively prime for all n > 0 it follows that T - A -1 lv 
restricts to an automorphism of V(p). Therefore (T -  A-~lv) n restricts to 
an automorphism of V(p) for all n > 0. As a consequence of (1) we have 
/3(V(a ), V(p)) = (0) unless Ap = 1. (2) 
Now suppose that C is a coalgebra over k and that/3, 3': C x C ~ k are 
bilinear forms. Then 13 and 3' are inverses if 
/3(c(1), d(1))3'(c(2), d(2)) = E(c)e(d) ~- 3'(c(1), d(1))]3(c(2), d(2)) 
for all c, d • C. Observe that /3 and 3' are inverses if and only if /31in 
and 3'1= are inverses in the convolution algebra Hom (C ® C, k). Also note 
that 13 and 3' are inverses if and only if /3e and 3'e are inverses in the 
convolution algebra Horn (C, C*). In particular/3 has at most one inverse, 
which we denote by /3 -1 when it exists. We have shown when /3 has an 
inverse (~3-1)g = (/3£)-1. 
Let T: C --+ C be a coalgebra endomorphism of C. By definition AT = 
(T ® T)A. Now if S: V -+ V, S': V' ---, V', and f :  V -+ V' are linear 
and satisfy fS = S' f , then fp(S) = p(S')f  for all p(X)  ~ k[X]. Therefore 
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A(C(A)) _ (C ® C)(a) for all A ~ k, where C(a) is the generalized eigenspace 
of T belonging to A and (C ® C)(a) is the generalized eigenspace of T ® 
T belonging to A. Suppose further that C = ~ask C(x). Then C ® C = 
~o, nek C(p) ® C(n ). Computing high enough powers of T ® T - p~llc® c = 
( T - p lc)  ® T + pl  c ® ( T - ~/lc) by the binomial theorem we see for it s k 
that Zpn=~ C(o) ® C(n) c_ (C ® C)(~). Therefore (C ® C)(a) = Zon=~ C(o) ® 
C(n ). Thus in the case that C is the sum of the generalized eigenspaces of
T we have 
p~)=A 
for all it ~ k. 
Let C, D be coalgebras over k, let f: D --~ C be linear, and let/3,/3': C × 
C ~ k be bilinear forms. We say that f is a coalgebra map with respect o 
/3, /3' if Ef = E, 
/3(f(d)(1), c)~'(f(d)(2), c') =/3(f(d(1)), c)~'(f(d(2)), c') 
and 
/3(c, f(d)(1))/3'(c', f(d)(2) = fl(c, f(d(1)))/3'(d , f(d(2)) 
for all d ~ D and c, c' 6 C. If f is a coalgebra map then f is a coalgebra 
map with respect o /3,/3'. We say that f is a coalgebra map with respect 
to /3 if f is a coalgebra map with respect o/3,/3, and we say that f is a 
coalgebra map with respect o {/3,/3'} if f is a coalgebra map with respect 
to/3,/3, and/3,/3', and/3',/3 and/3',/3'. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that C is a coalgebra over the fieM k, [3: C x C --+ k 
is an invertible bilinear form, and T is a coalgebra endomorphism of C with 
respect o {/3,/3-~}. Then: 
(a) /3 is T-invariant if and only if~3 -1 is T-invariant. 
(b) Suppose that [3 is T-invariant and T is bijective. Then T -a is a 
coalgebra endomorphism of C with respect o {/3,/3-1}. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the observation that/3(T × T) and/3-1(T x
T) are inverses. Suppose that the hypothesis of part (b) holds. By part (a) 
it follows that/3-a is T-invariant. Thus for/3',/3" ~ {/3,/3-1} we compute 
/3'(T-l(c(1)), c')/3"(T-1(c(2)), c") 
=/3'(C(1), T(c'))/3"(c(2), T(c'))  
=/3'(T(T- I (c))o) ,  T(c'))/3"(T(T-I(c))(2), T(c")) 
= [3'(r(r- l (c)o)),  r(c'))/3"(r(r- l(c)(2)), r (c ' ) )  
=/3'(T-1(c)(1), c')/3"(T-1(c)(2), c") 
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for all c, c', c" ~ C. Likewise 
[3'(c', T-l(c(i)))ff'(c '', T-a(c(2))) = [3'(c', T-l(c)o))[3"(c '', T-l(c)(2)) 
for all c,c', c" 6 C. | 
1.2. Quantum Coalgebras 
This section is based for the most part on material found in [7, Section 
4]. Our discussion begins with the definition of quantum coalgebra. The 
reader is referred to [7, Section 4] for full details of most of what follows. 
A quantum coaIgebra over k is a triple (C,/3, S), where C is a coalgebra 
over k, 3: C x C ~ k is an invertible bilinear form, and S: C --* C c°p is a 
coalgebra isomorphism with respect o/3, such that 
(QC.1) /3-I(c, d) = ~(S(c), d), 
(QC.2) /3(c, d) =/3(S(c),  S(d)), and 
(QC.3) /3(c(1), d(1))[3(c(2 ), eo))[3(d(2), e(2)) 
= [3(c(2 ), d(2))/3(c(1), e(z))/3(d(1), e(1)) 
foral lc, d, e6C.  
Observe that (QC.1) and (QC.2) imply 
(QC.4) /3-1(c, d) = [3(c, S-l(d)) 
for all c, d 6 C. A stria quantum coalgebra is a quantum coalgebra (C,/3, S) 
such that S: C ~ C c°p is a coalgebra isomorphism. 
Suppose that (C, [3, S) is a quantum coalgebra over the field k. Since 
S: C ----> C c°p is a coalgebra isomorphism with respect o {[3, [3-i} it follows 
that T = S 2 is a coalgebra automorphism of C with respect o {/3,/3-1}. 
We note that (C,/3-1, S- l )  and (C,/300, S- i )  are quantum coalgebras over 
k, where [3°P(c, d) =/3(d,  c) for all c, d E C. If (C', [3', S') is a quantum 
coalgebra over k as well then (C ® C', [3", S") is quantum coalgebra over 
k, where [3'{in = (/3' ®/3")( lc  @ ~c,, c ® lc')  and S" = S ® S'. If F is a field 
extension of k then (C @ F,/3F, S ® 1F) is a quantum coalgebra over F, 
where /3F(C @ Or, C' ® Or') = OtOLe/3(C, Ct) for all c, d e C and a, ~' ~ F. 
Quantum algebras motivate the definition of quantum coalgebras. A 
quantum algebra over k is a triple (A, R, s), where A is an algebra over k, 
R ~ A ® A and s: A ~ A °p is an algebra isomorphism, with natural axioms 
relating these three structures. See [7, Section 3] for example. In case A is 
finite-dimensional (C,/3, S) is a strict quantum coalgebra, where C = A* is 
the dual coalgebra, fl: C x C --~ k is defined by [3(p, q) = (p @ q)(R) for 
all p, q e A* = C, and S = s*. 
Suppose that (C, R, S) and (C', R', S') are quantum coalgebras over k. 
Then a a morphism of quantum coalgebras f: (C, [3, S) --~ (C', [3', S') is a 
coalgebra map f: C ~ C' such that fS  = S' f  and/3(c, d) = [3'(f(c), f (d))  
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
A=I .  
Proof. 
for all c, d ~ C. Let I be the sum of all coideals J of C such that [3(J, C) = 
(0) = [3(C, J) and S(J) = J. Then the coalgebra quotient C r = C/1 has a 
unique quantum coalgebra structure (Cr, [3~, St) such that ~-: (C, [3, S) -+ 
(C~, [3 r, Sr) is a morphism, where 7r: C --+ Cr is the projection. We shall see 
in Section 2 that from the point of view of computing 1-1 tangle invariants 
we may replace (C, [3, S) with (Cr, [Jr, &)" 
Note that the coideal I described in the preceding paragraph is the sum 
of all coideals J of C which satisfy [3(J, C) = (0) = [3(C, J) when (C,/3, S) 
is strict. 
We end this section with a useful characterization f quantum coalgebras 
in terms of the linear map [3e: C --+ C* and a corollary. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let C be a coalgebra over the field k, let [3: C x C --+ k 
be a bilinear form, and let S: C ~ C c°p be a coalgebra isomorphism with 
respect o [3. Set f = [3e. Then (C, [3, S) is a quantum coalgebra if and only if 
(a) f(S(c(1)))f(c(2)) = e(c)E = f(c(1))f(S(c(2)) ), 
(b) f = S*fS, and 
(C) (f(c(1)), d(1))f (c(2)) f (d(1))  = f (d(1) ) f (c (1) ) ( f (c (2) ) ,  d(2)) 
for all c, d ~ C. | 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that ( C, [3, S) is a quantum coalgebra over the 
fieM k. Set f = [3e, let c, d ~ G(C), and let x c C. Then: 
f -1  =fS .  
f (c )  is invertible and ( f (c) )  -1 = f - l ( c )  = f(S(c)) .  
[3(c, d) is not 0 and ([3(c, d)) -1 = [3-1(c, d). 
[3($2(c), x)  -~- [3(¢, X) and [3(x, $2(c)) = [3(x, c). 
I f  S2(x) = Ax for some A ~ k then [3(c, x) = 0 = [3(x, c) unless 
Part (a) follows by part (a) of Proposition 1. To show part (b), 
by part (a) we need only use the fact that c is a grouplike element of C 
and calculate 
f - l ( c ) * f (c )  = ( f - l * f ) (c )  = E(C)e = E 
and likewise calculate f ( c ) , f - l ( c )  = e. Part (c) follows from the equation 
defining inverse forms applied to the grouplike elements c and d. 
To show that [3(S2(c), x) = [3(c, x) it suffices to show that f(S2(c)) is a 
left inverse of f (S (c ) )  by part (b). Since 
( f (S2(c))* f (S(c)) ) (e)  = fl(S2(c), e(1))[3(S(c), e(2)) 
= [3(S(c(2)), S-1(e0)))[3(S(c(1)), e(2)) 
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=~(S(c)(1),S-1(e(1)))/3(S(c)(2), e )) 
=~-1(S(c)(1), e(1))~(S(c)(2), e(2)) 
=E(S(c))E(e) 
=E(c)e(e) 
=E(e) 
for all e ~ C if follows that f(S2(c)) is a left inverse of f(S(c)). Therefore 
[3($2(c), x) = [3(c, x). Replacing (C,/3, S) with (C, (/3-1) °p, S) we now con- 
clude that/3-1(x, $2(c)) =/3-1(x, c). Since x is arbitrary and S is onto, it 
follows that/3(x, $2(c)) =/3(x, c) also. We have shown part (d). 
To show part (e) we use part (d) to calculate/3(c, x) =/3($2(c), S2(x)) = 
/3(c, S2(x)). Thus/3(c, x) = A/3(c, x) and likewise/3(x, c) = ;t/3(x, c). Part 
(e) follows from these equations. This concludes our proof. | 
2. INVARIANTS OF 1-1 TANGLES ARISING FROM QUANTUM 
COALGEBRAS AND REMARKS ON THEIR CALCULATION 
Let c = (C,/3, S) be a quantum coalgebra over k and let T be a 1-1 
tangle diagram. In [7, Section 6] a functional To: C --+ k is constructed 
which is a regular isotopy invariant of 1-1 tangles, meaning that if T and 
T t are 1-1 tangle diagrams which are regularly isotopic then Tc = T'¢. We 
begin this section with a recap of some of the discussion of [7, Section 6]. 
A 1-1 tangle diagram T has the form 
of a box with single line segment protruding from the top and bottom. The 
box with the broken lines, the dashed box, indicates the region of the plane 
in which the tangle T is situated. Tangle diagrams are built from 
\ /  
• crossings: over crossings and under crossings / ~ ,  
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and 
• loca l  ex t rema:  local maxima 
• "ver t ica l "  l ines.  
~-"~ and local minima ~ J  
The solid lines outside the dashed box, and the broken lines bounding the 
dashed box, are not part of the tangle diagram. Let Tcurl denote the 1-1 
tangle diagram depicted above. We now describe how to construct the func- 
tional T~. If T has no crossings we set T~(c) = E(c) for all c 6 C. Suppose 
that T has n > 1 crossings. Traverse the tangle diagram, starting at its base, 
and label the lines of the crossings 1 . . . . .  2n in the order encountered. 
Fix a crossing X. Let t be the label of the first line encountered and j be 
the label of the second encountered. Observe that X ~ {t, j} determines 
a partition of [2n] = {1 . . . . .  2n} into two-element subsets. For the por- 
tion of the traversal of the tangle diagram starting at line t and ending at 
line j, let cc x (respectively cx)  be the number of local extrema encountered 
which are traversed in a counterclockwise (respectively clockwise) direc- 
tion. Let 
K x = c% - %.  
We usually write K for K x. Notice that K is even if and only if both lines of 
the crossing are traversed in the upward direction or both are traversed in 
the downward irection. Thus K is odd if and only if one is traversed in the 
upward direction and one is traversed in the downward irection. 
Let u (respectively v) be the number of local extrema encountered which 
are traversed in a counterclockwise direction minus the number of local 
extrema encountered which are traversed in a clockwise direction as the 
1-1 tangle is traversed from the line labeled ~ (respectively j) to the top 
of the tangle. Note that u = K + v. Let c ~ C. To calculate Tc(c ) we first 
compute 
A(2n-1)(C)= C(1)~...(~C(2n). 
The scalar To(c), which we sometimes denote T(c), is the sum of products 
where each crossing X contributes a factor as indicated below. Each of these 
contributions can be viewed as "local" or "global" in nature: 
(CT.1) ~ Tdc) . . . .  ~(%) ,  S~(c( , ) ) )  . . .  
. . . .  ~(S" (%)) ,  S"(c(,))) ... 
t j 
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(CT.2) ~ Te(C) . . . .  /3(S~(c0))' co) ) "  "" 
. . . .  ~(SU(c(o ), SV(co) ) )  • • - 
J 
(CT.3) ~ To(c) . . . .  ~-l(S~(co))' co))"" 
. . . .  ~-l(SU(c(t)), SV(c(j))) ... 
J 
(CT.4) ~ Te(c) . . . .  ~3-1(C(J)' S~(C(o))"" 
. . . .  t~-l(sv(%)), S"(c(o)) . . .  
j t 
To compute the values To(c) we may assume that k is algebraically closed. 
For example, consider the 1-1 tangle diagram Ttrefoi 1depicted on the left 
in the figure below. 
I 
I 
I 
The diagram on the right records the line labels which result from travers- 
ing the tangle diagram. Observe that the local minimum located furthest 
left in the diagrams is the only local extrema traversed in a clockwise di- 
rection. Thus, using (QC.1) and (QC.2), we have 
Ttrefoil, c (¢) = /~-1(C(4), S2(C(1)))~(S3(c(2)), C(5))~-1(C(6), S2(¢(3))) 
= ~3(S(c(4)), $2(c(1)))J~(S3(¢(2)), c(5))~(S(c(6)), $2(c(3))) 
= fl(c(4 ), S(c(1)))[~(S3(c(2)), c(5))/3(c(6), S(c(3))) 
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for all c ~ C. Likewise we have 
Tcurl, e(c ) -=/3-1(S-2(c(1)), c(2)) 
~-~ (3-1(c(1)), C(z)) 
=/3(c(~), S(c(2))) 
for all c ~ C. 
Now suppose that (C,/3, S) is a strict quantum coalgebra over k and set 
T = S 2. Then T is a coalgebra utomorphism of C. Let T be a 1-1 tangle 
diagram. Then ToT = Tc since /3 and /3-1 are T-invariant. Consequently 
Tep(T) = p(1)T¢ for all p(X) ~ k[X]. Thus T¢(C(~)) = (0) for any gener- 
alized eigenspace CO) of T unless A = 1. 
Suppose that C = ~k CO), which is the case when C is finite- 
dimensional and k is algebraically closed. To know T¢ is to know the 
evaluation of Tc on CO). Suppose that T has n ___ i crossings. By (3) we 
have that 
c E c(,,) ®... ® 
A1.--A2n=I 
Let X be a fixed crossing of T and suppose its lines are labeled t and j. 
In evaluating the formal factor corresponding to X in a summand of T~(c), 
we may assume that %) E C(~,) and c O ~ C(~,). Since S(Co) ) c C(x) for all 
A ¢ k, by (2) we may assume that A~Aj = 1. 
The writhe of T, which we denote writhe T, figures importantly in the 
invariants described in Section 5. The writhe of T is defined to be 0 when 
T has no crossings and otherwise is the sum of the signs of the crossings 
of T. We follow the convention of [4] in describing the sign of a crossing. 
On passing through the crossing X on the line crossing under (the broken 
line) during the traversal of T, if it is necessary to turn right to go in the 
direction of the line crossing over then sign X = 1. Otherwise sign X = -1. 
We have noted that s: is even if and only if both of the lines of X are 
traversed in the same direction (upward or downward) and consequently 
K is odd if and only if the lines of X are traversed in opposite directions. 
Let f =/3~. When either %) or c0) is a grouplike element hen it is not 
hard to show, using part (d) of Corollary 1, that the formal factor of T~(c) 
corresponding to X in (CT.1)-(CT.4) is 
f-sign x ( co))( C(o ) 
in cases (CT1) and (CT4) and is 
f-signX(co))(C(j)) 
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in cases (CT.2) and (CT.3). Generally when co) or c0) is an eigenvector 
for T the preceding expressions are slightly more complicated in that they 
include a factor of some power of A, depending on the particular case. 
The evaluation of T c on grouplike elements is discussed in [6, Lemma 3] 
and is: 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that (C, [3, S) is a quantum coalgebra over the field 
k such that S(G(C)) c G(C) and let c ~ G(C). Then [3(c, c) ~ 0 and 
Tc(c ) ~--- [3(c, c) -writheT for all 1-1 tangle diagrams T. 
Let Y be the set of 1-1 tangle diagrams. An invariant of ~- is a function 
INV: 8r --+ X from g- to a set X such that if T, T' e 8r are regularly isotopic 
then INV(T) = INV(T'). In comparing invariants of 1-1 tangle diagrams 
we are only concerned with domination and equivalence. 
Suppose that INV: g- --+ X and INVq g- --+ X'  are invariants of St. 
Then INV dominates INV' if whenever T, T' ~ Sr and INV(T) = INV(T') 
then INV'(T) = INV'(T) .  The invariants INV and INV' are equivalent if 
INV dominates INV' and INV' dominates INV. Domination is a reflexive, 
transitive relation on the class of all invariants of Sr and equivalence is an 
equivalence relation on this class. 
For a quantum coalgebra c = (C, [3, S) over k we let 
es : ~- --> C* 
be the invariant of 1-1 tangle diagrams defined by c~(T)(c) = Tc(c ) for all 
c ~ C. Morphisms of quantum coalgebras are related to domination and 
equivalence of invariants in the following manner [7, Proposition 6]: 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that f: (C, fl, S) --+ (C', 13', S') is a morphism 
of quantum coalgebras. Set c = ( C, [3, S) and c' = ( C', [3', S'). Then: 
(a) To(c) = T~,(f(c)) for  all c ~ C and T e ~.  
(b) c'sr dominates c~. 
(c) Suppose that f (C)  = C'. Then c'y and c~ are equivalent 1-1 tangle 
invariants. 
As a consequence of Proposition 2 the 1-1 tangle invariants c~- and cr~ 
are equivalent, where c = (C, [3, S) is any quantum algebra over k and 
cr = (c .  [3. s~). 
3. THE QUANTUM COALGEBRA ASSOCIATED TO A 
COALGEBRA WITH A T-FORM 
Let (D, fl, S) be a quantum coalgebra over the field k and C be a sub- 
coalgebra of D such that D = C + S(C), $2(C) = C, and Sic: C --+ D c°p 
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is a coalgebra map. Let T be the linear automorphism of C defined by 
T = S2lc . In this section we construct a quantum coalgebra (C7-, 13, S) 
which has the properties CT = C @ S(C), $2(C) = C, S2]c = T, and 
Src: C ~ D c°p is a coalgebra map, and a morphism of quantum coalgebras 
F: (C7-, 13, S) --+ (D,/3, S) which is onto. Thus (CT, 13, S) and (D,/3, S) give 
rise to equivalent 1-1 tangle invariants as defined in Section 2. The quan- 
tum coalgebra structure of (C~, 13, S) is described in terms of the linear 
automorphism T = $21c of C and the bilinear forms b and b 1, where 
b: C × C ~ k given by b = 13[c×c. 
3.1. A Universal Construction 
Let ~so be the category whose objects are pairs (C, S), where C is a 
coalgebra over the field k and S is a linear automorphism of C, and whose 
morphisms f :  (C, S) --+ (C', S') are coalgebra maps f :  C ~ C' such that 
fS  = S'f. Now suppose that (C, T) is an object of C. Define a linear au- 
tomorphism S of the coalgebra C~ = C @ C c°p by S(c ~ d) = T(d) @ c 
for all c, d ~ C. Then (C7-, S) is an object of Y~ and S2t = iT, where 
t: C ~ C7- is the coalgebra map defined by t(c) = c ~ 0 for all c ~ C. The 
triple (t, C7-, S) is a universal object. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that C is a coalgebra over the field k and that 
T is a linear automorphism of C. Then the triple (z, CT, S) defined above 
satisfies the following: 
(a) t: C --+ Cv is a coalgebra map, (C1., S) is an object of ~ ,  S2t = t T, 
g-,cop St: C ~ ~7" is a coalgebra map. 
(b) for all triples (f, D, S), where f: C ~ D is a coalgebra map, (D, S) 
is an object of ~5o, S2f = fT ,  and Sf: C --+ D c°p is a coalgebra map, there 
is a unique morphism F: (C7., S) --+ (D, S) such that Ft = f .  
Proof. We need only show part (b). Suppose that the hypothesis of part 
(b) is satisfied. We first show uniqueness. Let F: (C7-, S) ~ (D, S) be a 
morphism satisfying the conclusion of part (b). Then for c, d ~ C we com- 
pute 
F(c ~ d) = Ft(c) + FSt(d) = f (c)  + Sf(d). 
Thus uniqueness follows. To show existence we define F: C T --+ D by F(c 
d) = f (c)  + Sf(d) for all c, d ~ C. Observe that Ft = f by definition. Now 
for all c, d ~ C we have 
FS(c @ d) = F(T(d)  G c) = fT (d )  + Sf(c) = S2f(d) + Sf(c) 
and thus FS(c ~ d) = SF(c ~ d). We have shown that FS = SF. The short 
exercise that F: CT ~ D is a coalgebra map is left to the reader. | 
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Now suppose that C is a coalgebra over k and T is a linear automorphism 
of C. Suppose further that the triple (f, D, S) satisfies the hypothesis of 
part (b) of the previous proposition and that d = (D,/3, S) is a quantum 
coalgebra structure on D. Since ImF is invariant under S it follows that 
ImF has a quantum subcoalgebra structure. Therefore by the proof of 
[7, Theorem 2] it follows that C T has a quantum coalgebra structure ----- 
(CT, ~, S) such that F: (CT, ~, S) --~ (D,/3, S) is a morphism. In particular 
Te(c ) = Ta(F(c)) (4) 
for all c ~ C r and 1-1 tangle diagrams T by part (a) of Proposition 2. 
Consequently when F is onto we may replace (D,/3, S) with (Cr, 13, S) for 
the purpose of computing the 1-1 tangle invariants described above. In 
practice we will evaluate Tc(c ) where c ~ C. 
3.2. Quantum Coalgebra Structures of the Form (C r, [3, S) 
Let C be a coalgebra over the field k and let T be a linear automor- 
phism of C. In this section we will determine all of the quantum coalgebra 
structures on Cr which have the form (C r, [3, S), where (Cr, S) is defined 
/-,cop 
in the previous ection. Note that Slce0: C @ 0 -+ "~r is a coalgebra map. 
More generally we let D be a coalgebra over k, S be a linear automor- 
phism of D, and we let C be a subcoalgebra of D such that D = C + S(C), 
$2(C) = C, and Sic: C -+ D c°p is a coalgebra map. Consider the linear 
automorphism of C defined by T = $21c . We will describe all quantum 
coalgebra structures of the form (D,/3, S) on D in terms of T, b, and b -I, 
where b =/31c×c. 
Suppose that (D, 13, S) is such a quantum coalgebra structure on D and 
let b: C x C --+ k be the invertible bilinear form defined by b = /3[c×c. 
Since 
/3(S(c), =/3-1(c, d), /3(c, S(a)) =/3-1(c, 
and 
/3(S(c), S(d)) --- fl(c, d) 
for all c, d ~ D it follows that 
/3(c, d) = b(c, d) =/3(S(c), S(d) ) (5) 
and 
/3(S(c), d) = b-l(c, d) and /3(c, S(d)) = b-l(c, T(g)) (6) 
for all c, d e C. Since S 2 is a coalgebra utomorphism of D with respect o 
{/3,/3-1} it follows that 
T is a coalgebra utomorphism of C with respect o {b, b-I}. (7) 
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Since/3 is S-invariant i follows that 
b is T-invariant. (8) 
Now let us start with an invertible bilinear form b: C × C --+ k such that 
(7) and (8) are satisfied. Then b -1 is T-invariant by part (a) of Lemma 1. 
Suppose further that/3: D x D --~ k is the bilinear form which satisfies 
(5) and (6). Under the assumption that (7) and (8) hold we will find nec- 
essary and sufficient conditions for (D,/3, S) to be a quantum coalgebra in 
terms of T, b, and b -1. Let c, d, e c C and x ~ {c,S(c)}, y ~ {d,S(d)} 
and z ~ {e, S(e)}. Since b and b -1 are T-invariant it is easy to see that 
/3(S(x), S(y)) = /3(x, y). Using the fact that T is a coalgebra utomor- 
phism of C with respect o {b, b -1 } and that Sic: C --+ D c°p is a coalgebra 
map, it follows that the map S: D --+ D c°p is a coalgebra isomorphism with 
respect o/3. 
The condition/3 is invertible and/3-1(x, y) =/3(S(x),  y) is equivalent to 
b is invertible and the equations 
b-l(c(1), T(d(2)))b(c(2), d(1)) -- e(c)e(d) (9) 
and 
b-1(c(2), do))b(T(co)), d(2)) --- E(c)e(d) (10) 
for all c, d ~ C which, since b is invertible, account for the four cases which 
arise from the equation 
/3(X(1), Y(1))/3(S(x(2)), Y(2)) = E(x)~.(y). 
Observe that the four cases which arise from the equation 
/3(S(x(1)), Y(1))/3(x(2), Y(2)) = e(x)e(y) 
boil down to b(c(1), d(2))b-l(c(2), T(d(1)) = e(c)E(d) for all c, d c C, which 
is equivalent to (10), and b(T(c(2)), do))b-l(c(1 ), d(2)) = e(c)e(d) for all 
c, d ~ C, which is equivalent to (9). We use (7), the fact that Sic: C --+ D c°p 
is a coalgebra map, and the fact that b -1 is T-invariant in justifying these 
claims. 
We next express (QC.3) in terms of the forms b and b -1. Observe that 
(QC.3) holds in D if and only if (QC.3) written as 
/3(X(1), Y(1))/3(X(2), Z(1))/3(Y(2), Z(2)) = /3(X(2 ), Y(2))/3(X(1), Z(2))/3(J(I), Z(1)) 
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holds for the eight values of x, y, and z described above or, equivalently, 
and 
b(co), d(1))b( c(2), e(l))b( d(2), e(2)) 
= b(c(2 ), d(2))b(co), e(2))b(d(l), eo)), 
b(co), do))b-l(c(2), e(2))b-l(d(2), eo)) 
= b(c(2 ), d(e))b-l(c(a), eo))b-l(do), e(2)), 
b-a(co), d(2))b-l(C(e), e(e))b(do), eo)) 
= b-1(c(2), do))b-~(co), eo))b(d(2 ), e(2)), 
b-l(c(1), T(d(2)))b(c(2), e(1))b-l(d(1), e(z)) 
= b-l(c(e), T(do)))b(co), e(2))b-l(d(e), eo)). 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
and likewise 
b-l(c(2), T(do)))b-l(co), T(e(1)))b(d(2), e(2)) 
= b-l(T-l(c)(2), do))b-l(T- l(c)o),  e(l))b(d(2), e(2))- 
Therefore (QC.3) is also (14) when x = c, y = S(d) and z = S(e). 
b- l (co) ,  T(d(z)))b-l(c(2), T(e(2)))b(do), eo)) 
= b-l(T- l(c)o),  d(2))b-l(T-l(C)(e), e(2))b(do), eo)), 
we have 
b-l(c(1), T(d(2)))b-l(c(2), T(e(e)))b(d(1), eo)) 
= b-l(T-l(c(1)), d(2))b-l(T-l(c(2)), e(2)))b(d(1), e(l)) 
= b-l(T- l(c)o),  d(z))b-a(T-l(c)(2), e(2))b(do), eo)) 
We sketch the proof  of the last assertion. 
When x = c, y = d and z = e observe that (QC.3) is (12). Now since 
S: C --+ D c°p is a coalgebra map it follows that (QC.3) is also (12) when 
x = S(c), y = S(d) and z = S(e). 
When x --- S(c), y = S(d) and z = e observe that (QC.3) is (13). Since 
T: C --+ C is an onto coalgebra map with respect to b -1 it follows that 
(QC.3) is also (13) when x = c, y = d and z = S(e). 
Note that (QC.3) is (14) when x = S(c), y = d and z = e. Since 
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When x = c, y = S(d), and z = e observe that (QC.3) is (14). Since b 
and b -1 are T-l-invariant, and T-I: C ~ C is a coalgebra map with respect 
to {b, b -1} by part (b) of Lemma 1, it follows that 
b-X(co), T(d(2)))b(c(2), e(1)))b-l(d(1), e(2)) 
= b-l(T-l(c(1)) , d(2))b(T-l(c(2)), T-l(e(1)))b-l(d(1), T(T-I(e(2)))) 
= b- l (T- l (c)o) ,  d(2))b(T-l(c)(2), T-l(e)o))b-l(d(1 ), T(T-I(e)(2))) 
which means that 
b-l(c(1), T(d(2)))b(e(2 ), e(1)))b-l(d(1), e(2)) 
= b-l(T-l(¢)(1) , d(2))b(T-l(¢)(2), T-l(e)(x))b-l(d(1), T(T-I(e)(2))) 
and likewise 
b-l(c(2), T(d(1)))b(co), e(2)))b-l(d(2), e(1)) 
= b-l(r- l (c)(2) , d(1))b(r-l(c)(1), r-l(e)(2))b-l(d(2), T(T-I(e)(1))). 
Therefore (QC.3) is also (14) when x = S(c), y = d, and z = S(e). 
Let b: C x C --+ k be a bilinear form and let T be a linear automorphism 
of C. Then b is a T-form if b is invertible and (7)-(12) are satisfied. When 
b is a T-form the triple (C, b, T) is called a T-form structure over k. In the 
finite-dimensional case the description of a T-form is simpler as: 
LEMMA 3. Let C be a finite-dimensional coalgebra over the fieM k and 
suppose b: C x C --* k is an invertible bilinearform, T is a {b, b -1 } coalgebra 
automorphism of C, and b is T-invariant. Then b is a T-form if and only if 
(9) and (12) are satisfied. 
Proof Define linear maps f, g: C ® C --+ k by f (c  ® d) = b(c, d) and 
g(c ® d) = b-X(c, T(d)) for all c, d ~ C. Then (9) is equivalent to g is a left 
inverse for f in the convolution algebra Hom (C ® C c°p, k). Since b is T- 
invariant and T is a {b, b -1 } coalgebra map it follows that (10) is equivalent 
to g is a right inverse for f in the convolution algebra Horn (C ® C c°p, k). 
Therefore (9) and (10) are equivalent since C is finite-dimensional. |
The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that C is a coalgebra overthe field k, b: C x C --+ k 
is a bilinear form, and T is a linear automorphism of C. Then (CT, 13, S) is 
a quantum coalgebra, where 13 is defined by (5) and (6), if and only if b is a 
T-form. 
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Suppose that b is a T-form. To prove the theorem we need only show 
that (13)-(14) hold. To this end we first show that (13), (14), and (14) are 
equivalent to 
b-l(c(1), d(1))b(ci2 ), e(2))b(d(2), e(1)) 
-~ b-1(c(2), d(2))b(c(1), e(1))b(d(1), e(2)) , (15) 
b(c(1), d(2))b(c(2), e(2))b-l(d(1), e(1)) 
= b(c(2 ), do))b(c(1 ), e(1))b-l(d(2), e(2)) (16) 
and 
b(c(1), d(2))b-l(c(2), e(1))b(T(d(1)), e(2)) 
= b(c(2), d(1))b-l(c(1), e(2))b(T(d(2)), eo) ) (17) 
for all c, d e C, respectively. Then we show that (15)-(17) hold. 
We use the fact that b: C x C --+ k is an invertible bilinear form to 
prove that (13) is equivalent o (15) for all c, d c C. Define linear maps 
e,R,L,r:  C®C®C ~ kby  
e(c @ d ® e) = b-1(c(2), d(2))b(c(1), eo))b(do), e(:)), 
R(c @ d ® e) = b(c(1), d(1))b-l(c(2), e(a))b-l(d(2), eo)), 
L(c ® d ® e) = b(c(2 ), d(2))b-l(c(1), e(1))b-~(do), e(2)) 
and 
r(c ® d ® e) = b-l(c(1), d(1))D(c(2), e(2))b(d(2), eo) ) 
for all c, d, e ~ C. Then in the convolution algebra Horn (C ® C ® C, k) we 
have 
g,R=I=L , r .  
Therefore ~ = r if and only if L = R. We have shown that (13) and (15) 
are equivalent. By the same argument if follows that (14) is equivalent o 
(16). 
For c ~ C write Ac°p(c) = c[1 ]® c[2 ] and define linear maps e, R, L, r: C ® 
C~°P ® C --+ k by 
e(c ® d @ e) = b(c(2 ), d[2l)b-l(co), e(2))b(T(d[a]), eo) ), 
R(c ® d ® e) = b-a(c(1), T(d[a]))b(c(2), e(1))b-l(d[e], e(2)), 
L(c @ d ® e) = b-1(c(2), T(d[2l))b(co), e(2))b-l(d[1], eo) ) 
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and 
r(c ® d ® e) = b(c(1), d[ll)b-l(c(2), e(1))b(T(d[2]), e(2)) 
for all c, d, e ~ C. Using the equivalents of (10) and (9) described in the 
discussion following the statement of (10), the reader can show that g,R = 
1 in the convolution algebra Horn (C ® C c°p ® C, k). Likewise, using (9) 
and (10), the reader can derive the equation L , r  = 1 in the convolution 
algebra Horn (C ® C c°p ® C, k). Again, g = r if and only if L = R. We have 
shown that (14) is equivalent to (17). 
We next show that (15)-(17) hold. To do this we express our equations 
in terms of the convolution algebra in various ways. 
Regard C as a subspace of C** in the usual way. For f ~ Horn (C, C*) 
and c ~ C the composite cf ~ C* is thus defined by (cf)(d) = (f(d))(c) 
for all d 6 C. 
Let f = b e. It is easy to see that 
(e(1)f),(e(2)f -1) = E(e)E = (e(1)f-1)*(e(2)f) 
for all e ~ C. 
Observe that (12), (15), and (16) can be written 
f((e(1)f)---~c),(e(2)f) = (e(1)f),f(c~---(e(2)f)), 
f-l((e(z)f)---~c),(e(1)f ) = (e(z)f),f-a(c~---(e(1)f)) 
and 
(18) 
(19) 
(e(1)f-1).f((e(2)f).---~c) = f(c~--(e(1)f)),(e(2)f -1) (20) 
for all e, c ~ C, respectively. We first show that (18), the equivalent of (12), 
implies (19) and (20), the equivalents of (15) and (16), respectively. We 
note that (17) can be expressed 
f(c~--(e(2)f-1)),(e(1)fT) = (e(2)fT),f((e(1)f-a)---~c) 
for all e, c E C. 
Suppose that (18) holds. Then (20) holds since 
( e(1)f-1)*(f ( ( e (z)f )~c  ) ) 
= (e(1)f-1),f((e(z)f)---~c)*(E(e(3))e) 
= (e(1)f-1), f((e(z)f)~c)*(e(3)f)*(e(4)f  -1) 
= (e(1)f-1),(e(z)f) , f(c~-(e(3)f))*(e(4)f -1) 
= (e(e(1))E),f(c~(e(z)f))*(e(3)f -1) 
= f(c~-(e(1)f))*(e(z)f - I )  
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for all e, c e C. Thus (15) holds. The calculation which shows that (18) 
implies (19) is a bit more involved. For e, c e C we compute 
f -1  ( ( e(2) f )~c) , (  eo)f)  
= f-l(c(1))*(e(1)f)(e(2)f, c(2)} 
= f-l(c(1))*(eo)f)*((e(2)f, c(2)}e(c(3))e) 
= f-l(c(1))*(e(1)f)*({e(2)f, c(2))f(c(3))*f-l(c(4))) 
= f-l(c(1))*(e(1)f)*f(c(2)~---(e(2)f))*f-l(c(3)) 
= f-l(c(1)),f((e(1)f)---~c(2)),(e(2)f)*f-l(c(3)) 
= f-l(c(1))*f(c(2))*((e(1)f, c(3)}(e(2)f)*f-l(c(4))) 
= (e(c(1))e)*((eo) f, c(2)}(e(2)f)*f-l(c(3))) 
= {eo)f, co))(e(e)f)*f-l(c(2)) 
= (e(2)f) , f - l (c*--(eo)f))  
which shows that (18) implies (19). Thus (16) holds. 
To show that (17) holds we note that (12) and (17) can be formulated 
f(c(2)),f(d~--f(c(1))) = f(f(c(2))---~d),f(c(1)) (21) 
and 
f (T(d*-- f (c(2)))) , f - l (co))  = f- l(c(2)),f(T(f(co))---~d)) (22) 
for all c, d ~ C respectively. Observe that T -1 is a coalgebra automorphism 
of C with respect o b by part (b) of Lemma 1. 
Define a linear automorphism ~ of C* by ~(a)  = aT  -1 for all a e C*. 
Since b is T-invariant and T -1 is a coalgebra map with respect to b it is 
easy to see that 
~-(f(c)*f(d))  = f (T (c ) ) * f (T (d ) )  
for all c, d ~ C. Observe that the equivalents of (10) and (9) described in 
the discussion following the statement of (10) can be expressed as 
f- l(c(2))*f(T(c(1)) ) -= E(c)a = f(T(c(2)))*f-l(c(1)), 
respectively, for all c e C. Using (21) we calculate 
f(T(d~--f(c(2))))* f - l (co) )  
= (,(c(3))~)*f(T(d~--f(c(2))))*f-l(c(1)) 
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= f- l(c(4))*f(T(c(3)))*f(T(d~---f(c(2))))*f- l(c(1)) 
= f-l(c(4))*~-(f(c(3))*f(d~---f(c(2))))*f-l(c(1)) 
= f - l (c(4))*Y(f( f (co)) - -~d)*f(c(2)))*f - l (c(1))  
= f- l (c(4))*f(T(f(c(B))--- 'd))*f(T(c(2)))*f- l (c(1)) 
= f - l (c(3))*f (T( f (c(2)) - - 'd))*( , (co))E ) 
= f -X (c (2 ) ) * f (T ( f (co ) )~d) )  
for all c, d ~ C which establishes (22). Thus (17) holds and our proof is 
complete. | 
Suppose that (C, b, T) is a T-form structure over k. The quantum coal- 
gebra (Cr, 13, S) described in Theorem 1 is called the quantum coalgebra 
associated with ( C, b, T). 
Let C be a coalgebra over k, let T be a linear automorphism of C, and 
let b: C x C ~ k be a T-form. Let c = (Cr, 13, S) and let T be a 1-1 
tangle diagram. Then Tel c can be formulated in terms of T, b, and b -1 
by modifying the factors of (CT.1)-(CT4) in the obvious ways. Thus it is 
possible to define a 1-1 tangle invariant directly from the triple (C, b, T). 
In [7, Section 8] circumstances under which a strict quantum coalgebra 
(C,/3, S) gives rise to knot invariants are discussed. What is sufficient is 
that there exists c ~ C such that 
c is cocommutative and S(c) = c (23) 
and that there exists an invertible G ~ C* which satisfies 
S*(G) = G -a and S2(x) = G- I -~x~-G (24) 
for all x 6 C. 
Let T = S 2. Note that (23) implies T(c) = c. Equation (24) implies that 
T*(G) = G and T(x)  = G-1--~x~---G for all x c C. Suppose that C is a 
coalgebra over k, T is a coalgebra utomorphism of C, and b: C x C 
k is a T-form. Assume further that c ~ C is cocommutative, G ~ C* is 
invertible, and that the last three equations are satisfied. Then c @ c and 
G satisfy (23) and (24) for the strict quantum coalgebra (Cr, 13, S), where 
G(d ~ e) = G(d) + G- l (e)  for all d, e 6 C. It is not hard to see that a knot 
invariant can be described irectly in terms of the triple (C, b, T) in this 
case. 
Unfortunately, the only cocommutative elements in the coalgebras we 
study in the remainder of this paper are grouplike elements. Any resulting 
knot invariants are dominated by the writhe and Whitney degree. However, 
the computations involved in determining the 1-1 tangle invariants these 
coalgebras produce is another story. 
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Let C and C' be coalgebras over k. A morphism f: (C,b, T) --+ 
(C', b', T') of T-form structures is a coalgebra map f :  C --+ C' which 
satisfies fT  = T' f  and b'(T x T) = b. 
The correspondence (C, b, T) ~ (CT, [3, S) from T-form structures over 
k to their associated quantum coalgebras i  functorial. The basis for this 
assertion is part (a) of the following theorem. The proof of the theorem is 
left as an exercise for the reader. 
THEOREM 2. Let C and C' be coalgebras over the field k and suppose that 
( C, b, T) is a T-form structure over k. Then: 
(a) A morphism f: (C, b, T) --+ (C', b', T') of T-form structures over 
k induces a morphism F: (C r, [3, S) --+ (C~., [3', S') of associated quantum 
coalgebras which is uniquely determined by F[c = f. 
(b) (C c°p, b, T) is a T-form structure over k and the associated quan- 
tum coalgebra is ((Cr) c°p, [3, S). 
4. A FUNDAMENTAL CALCULATION IN THE POINTED CASE 
A problem which presents itself in the study of the quantum coalgebras 
c = (C,/3, S) of [6] is the following: determine Te(c), where A(c) = g ® 
c + c ® h and g, h ~ G(C) and S 2 has characteristic polynomial (X - 1) n 
for some n > 0. The determination of Tc(c ) can be considered a very basic 
calculation for understanding the nature of T c in the pointed case. The 
quantum coalgebras of [6] are finite-dimensional and strict. In this section 
we discuss quantum coalgebras closely associated with the evaluation of 
Tc(c), where c satisfies the conditions above, and calculate Tc(c ) in the 
next. 
Suppose that d = (D,/3, S) is a finite-dimensional strict quantum coalge- 
bra over the field k and c 6 D satisfies 
A(c) = g ® c + c ® h where g, h ~ G(D). (25) 
Let I be the span of the differences e - S2(~), where g runs over G(D). 
Then I is a coideal of D. Since S: D --+ D c°p is a coalgebra isomorphism 
it follows that S(I) = I. Let D' = D/ I  and or: D -+ D' be the projection. 
By part (d) of Corollary 1 we have that /3(/, D) = (0) = /3(D, I). Thus 
there is a unique quantum coalgebra structure (D',/3', S') on D' such that 
rr: (D,/3, S) --+ (D',/3', S') is a morphism. By part (a) of Proposition 2 we 
may replace (D,/3, S) with (D',/3', S') to evaluate Td(C ) and thus assume 
that 
S2(g) = g and S2(h) = h. (26) 
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We will assume from this point on that (25) and (26) hold and that k 
is algebraically closed. Let t = S 2. Then t is a coalgebra utomorphism 
of D. Since k is algebraically closed and D is finite-dimensional it follows 
that D is the sum of the generalized eigenspaces of D(x) of t. We noted in 
Section 2 that Tc(D(~)) = (0) unless A = 1. Thus we may assume further 
that c c DO). 
Now suppose that V is the t-invariant subspace of D generated by c. Since 
t is a coalgebra endomorphism of D, and we are assuming that t(g) = g 
and t(h) = h, it follows that A(v) = g ® v + v ® h for all v ~ V. 
Write V as a direct sum of t-cyclic subspaces according to the Jordan 
decomposition theorem. To calculate T,(c) we may assume that V is one 
of these summands. Thus we will assume that V has basis Vn, Vn_l, . . . ,  vl, 
where t(vi) = v i + vi_ 1 for all 1 < i < n. We are following the usual con- 
vention that v 0 = 0. Since /3 is t-invariant /3(c, Urn) -~- /3(t(c), t(Vm) = 
/3(c, v m + Vm_l) for c = g, h and 1 _< m < n. Therefore/3(c, Vm) = 0, and 
likewise/3(Vm, c) = 0, for c = g, h and 1 < m _ n - 1. As a consequence 
Tc(vm) = 0 for all 1 < m < n - 1 and the evaluation of Tc(vn) only involves 
terms of the form/3(c, d),/3(c, vn) and/3(vn, c) where c, d are among g, h. 
Give the vector space C = kg ~ h @ V the coalgebra structure deter- 
mined by 
A(g)=g®g,  A(h)=h®h and A(v )=g®v+v®h (27) 
for all v 6 V. Suppose that V has basis {Vl ,  . . . ,  Vn} and T is the coalgebra 
automorphism of C defined by 
T(g) = g, T(h) = h and T(vi) = V i + V i_  1 (28) 
for all 1 < i < n. Then the linear map f :  C ~ D defined by f (g)  = g, 
f (h )  = h, and f (v )  = v for all v 6 V is a coalgebra map which satisfies 
fT  = tf  = S2f. Consider the triple (l, C T, S) defined in Section 3.1. By 
Proposition 3 there is a coalgebra map F: C1- ~ D which satisfies Fl = f 
and FS = SF. We noted after the proof of Proposition 3 that there exists a 
quantum coalgebra structure (C1-, 13, S) on CT such that (4) holds. Thus to 
calculate Tc(c ) under the assumption that tlv has one Jordan block we may 
assume that (D,/3, S) = (CT, 13, S). We will determine all of the T-forms 
on C, when n _> 1, which is equivalent to determining all of the quantum 
coalgebra structures of the type (C~-, 13, S) on C r by Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let C = kg ~ kh @ V be the coalgebra whose structure is de- 
termined by (27) and let f: C -+ C* be a linear map. Then: 
(a) f has an inverse in the convolution algebra Hom (C, C*) if and only 
if f (c ) (d)  # 0 for all c, d ~ {g, h}. 
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Suppose that f has an inverse in the convolution algebra Horn(C, C*) and 
let c, d ~ {g, h}. Then: 
(b) f (c)  has an inverse in the dual algebra C* and f (c)  -1 = f - l (c) .  
(c) (f(c)(d)) -1 = f-1(c)(d) = f(c)- l (d) .  
The details of the proof are left to the reader as an easy exercise in 
the convolution algebra in this particular case. The reader should observe 
that if C is any coalgebra nd A ~ C* is invertible then A(c) # 0 and 
A(c) -1 = A- I (c)  for all c ~ G(C). 
We next establish what the T-invariance of b and (10) mean for the 
description of f = bt for the coalgebra C and coalgebra utomorphism T 
of C we are studying in this section when f (g)  and f (h)  commute. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let C = kg ~ kh ~ V be the coalgebra whose structure is 
determined by (27), where Dim V > 1, let {v 1 . . . . .  vn} be a basis for V, let T 
be the coalgebra utomorphism of C defined by (28), let f ~ Hom (C, C*) be 
an invertible element of the convolution algebra, and suppose that f (g)  and 
f (h)  commute. Write b(c, d) = f(c)(d) for all c, d ~ C. Then b is T-invariant 
and (10) holds for b if and only if 
(a) b(x, y) = O for x, y ~ {g, h, Vl, . . . , vn} with the exception of 
b(g, g), b(g, h), b(h, g) and b(h, h), 
and with the possible exception of 
b(g, vn), b(h, Vn), b(v n, g), b(vn, h), 
b(Vn_l, Vn), b(vn, V~_l) and b(vn, Vn), 
(b) b(v._l, v.) + b(v n, v._l) = O, 
(C) b(Vn_l, Vn) = (V -- l)b(vn, vn) 
where 
b(h, vn)b(g, g) - b(g, v,)b(h, g) ) 
+ b(g, g)b(h, h) (b(v n, h) - b(vn, g)), 
b(g, h)b(h, g) 
b(g, g)b(h, h)' 
(d) if b (g ,h )b(h ,g ) -  b(g,g)b(h,h) = 0 and n = 1 then either 
b(v n, g) = b(v n, h) or b(g, vn)b(h, g) = b(h, vn)b(g, g) and 
(e) if b(g, h)b(h, g) - b(g, g)b(h, h) # 0 then b(vn, Vm) = 0 for all 
1 <_ m < n and 
b(vn ' Vn ) = (b(h,  v,)b(g, g) - b(g, v,)b(h, g) '~,, ,  
k b(g, h)b(h, g) b (g ,g -~, -h - )  ) town' g) - b(vn' h)). 
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Proof. We first of all note that f (c)  is invertible in the algebra C*, where 
c = g or c = h, and that f (c )  -1 = f - l ( c )  by part (b) of Lemma 4. By 
definition f-l(c(1))f(c(2)) = e(c)e for all c ~ C. Applying the last equation 
to c = v c V we obtain 
Set 
f - l (v )  = - f (g ) - l f (v ) f (h )  -1. (29) 
A = f (h ) f (g )  -1 and B = f (v , ) .  (30) 
Note that (10) holds for b if and only if ( fT ) . f  -1 = 1 in the convolution 
algebra Hom (C, C*°P). Using an argument similar to the one above which 
establishes (29), and which incorporates (29), the reader can easily show 
that the equation ( fT ) , f  -1 = 1 in the convolution algebra Hom (C, C *°p) 
is equivalent to 
f (T (v ) )  = A f (v )A  -1 (31) 
for all v c V. 
Assume that (31) holds and that b is T-invariant. The latter is equivalent 
to f = T*fT  which in turn implies that 
f(g)(Vm) = 0 = f(h)(vm) (32) 
for all 1 < m < n since g and h are fixed points of T. Now let qb be the al- 
gebra automorphism of C* defined by qb(x) = AxA -1 for all x ~ C*. Then 
(flv)r = ~( f lv )  by (31) which means that ( f [v)p(T)  = P (~) ( f l v )  for 
all p(X)  ~ k[X]. Consequently f (p (T ) (v ) )  = p(d~)(f(v)) for all p(X)  
k[X] and v ~ V. Since v m = (T - 1v)n-m(Vn) for all 0 < m < n we con- 
clude that f(Vm) = (~- 1c,)n-m(B) or, equivalently, 
n-m( ) 
f(Vm) = Z n -- m (_l)n_m_eAeBA_e, (33) 
e=0 
for all 0 < m < n. Since ~e=0~ (se) ( -1 )s -e  = 0 for all s _> 1 and 
(AeBA-e)(c) = B(c) for c = g, h and all £ > 0 we conclude from (33) that 
f(Vm)(g ) = 0 = f(Vm)(h ) (34) 
for all 1 < m < n. Note that (34) also follows from the hypothesis f = 
T ' fT .  
Using (33) to find a simpler expression for f(V,n)(V) when 1 _< m < n 
and v e V is a bit more involved. Since 
(AeBA-e)(v) = Ae(v)B(h)A-e(h)  + Ae(g)B(v)A-e(h) 
+Ae(g)B(g)A-e(v)  
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r I = A(g)A(h) -1 = 
Since A°(v) = e(v) = 0 and 
we will evaluate three sums to find a simpler expression for f(Vm)(V ). Since 
A is invertible in C* it follows that A(c) ~ 0 and A(c) -1 = A-l(c) for 
c = g, h. Set 
b(g, h)b(h, g) (35) 
b(g, g)b(h, h)" 
for ~ > 1 we have 
e-1 
A'(v) = ~ A(g)UA(v)A(h) '-l-u 
u=O 
,_1 ) 
- _  
,-1 I = A(v)A(h) '-1 (~,  n u 
\u=O / 
Ae(v) = A(v)A(h)e-l(e~)n (36) 
for all g > 0, where (0)n = 0 and (e)~ = 1 + ~1 +. . .  + ~1,-1 for g > 1. To 
calculate A-e(v) we first expand the left hand side of (A-eA')(v) = E(v) = 
0 to deduce A-e(v) = -A(g)-eAe(v)A(h) -' for all g >__ 0. Now using (36) 
we see that 
(AeBA-e)(v) 
= Ae(v)B(h)A-e(h) + Ae(g)B(v)A-e(h) + Ae(g)B(g)A-'(v) 
= Ae(v)B(h)A-e(h) + rleB(v) + Ae(g)B(g)(-A(g)-eAe(v)A(h) -') 
= ~?'B(v) + Ae(v)A(h)-'(B(h) - B(g)) 
= ~?'B(v) + A!V!(B(h) - B(g))(e)n 
A(n) 
for all g > O. Since 
s (s) £ ( -1 )~-e~Te=(~7-1)~ and 
£=0 
s 
e (-- l)s-e(e)'q = (7] -- 1) s-1 
for all s >__ 1, it follows by (33) and the last calculation that 
f (Vm)( V) = ( rl _ l )n-m B(v)  + Qq _ l )n-m-1 ( B( h )_d~hB(g) ) A( v) (37) 
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for all 0 _< m < n and v E V. Observe that (33) becomes 
(~l -1)nB(v) + (rl -1)n-l( B(h~4(~(g))A(v) = O (38) 
when m = 0. 
Suppose 1 _ m < n. If 7/ = 1 then f(Vm)(V ) is a scalar multiple of 
A(v) by (37). If 77 # 1 then f(Vm)(V ) is a scalar multiple of A(v) by (37) 
and (38). Since the set of functionals of C* which vanish on Vl . . . .  , Vn_l 
is a subalgebra of C*, it follows by (30) and (32) that A(ve) = 0 for all 
1 < e < n. Therefore 
f(Vm)(Ve) = 0 (39) 
for all 1 < m, g. < n. 
We now explore more fully the implications of the equation f = T*fT  
or, equivalently, of the equation f (c)(d)  = f (T(c) ) (T(d) )  for all c, d ~ C, 
in light of (39). Since g and h are fixed points of T the last equation implies 
f(Vm)(g ) = 0 = f(Vm)(h ) for all 1 < m < n. Now let 1 < m, g. < n. Then 
f(Vm)(Ve) = f(T(vm))(T(ve)) implies that 
f (Vm)(Ve_l) + f (Vm_l)(Ve) -4- f (Vm_l)(Ve_l) = O. 
In view of the last equation and (39) it follows that f(Vm)[V = 0 for all 
1 < m _< n -  2 and that f(Vm)(Ve) = 0 for all 1 < m _< n and 1 < £ < n -2 .  
Our calculations above together with part (a) of Lemma 4 establish the con- 
ditions of part (a). The condition of part (b) is easy to derive. Part (c) fol- 
lows from (37). Equation (38) translates to the conditions of parts (d) and 
(e). That the conditions of parts (a)-(e) imply f = T*fT  and ( fT ) , f  -1 = 1 
in the convolution algebra Horn (C, C *°p) is a short, straightforward calcu- 
lation at this point. | 
We continue with the notation of Proposition 4 and its proof. Observe 
that when c and d range over g, h then (21) holds if and only if f (g)  
and f (h)  commute, one of the hypotheses of Proposition 4. Suppose that 
the hypothesis of part (a) of Proposition 4 holds and let c, d, e 6 S = 
{g, h, v l , . . . ,  Vn}. When one or more of c, d or e is in {g, h} then (12) is 
equivalent to the set of six equations 
b(g, Vn)[b(h, g) - b(h, h)] = b(h, vn)[b(g, g) - b(g, h)], (40) 
b(c, Vn)[b(g, d) - b(h, d)] = b(v,, d)[b(c, g) - b(c, h)], (41) 
b(v n, g)[b(g, h) - b(h, h)] = b(v n, h)[b(g, g) - b(h, g)], (42) 
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b(v,, Vn)[b(c, g)2 _ b(c, h) 2] 
= b(c, v,,)2[b(g, g) - b(h, h)] 
-b(c, vn)b(c, g)[b(h, v~) + b(vn, h)] 
+b(c, vn)b(c, h)[b(g, Vn) + b(vn, g)], 
b(v n, vn)[b(g, c)b(c, h) - b(c, g)b(h, c)] 
= b(c, vn)b(v n, c)[b(g, h) - b(h, g)] 
+b(c, vn)[b(vn, h)b(h, c) - b(vn, g)b(g, c)] 
+b(vn, c)[b(g, vn)b(c, g) - b( h, vn)b(c, h)] 
(43) 
(44) 
b(v n, vn)[b( h, c) 2 - b(g, c) 2] 
= b(v n, c)2[b(h, h) - b(g, g)] 
+b(vn, c)b(g, c)[b(v,, h) + b(h, vn) ] 
-b(vn, c)b( h, c)[b(v~, g) + b(g, Vn) ] (45) 
for c = g, h. When c = d = e = v~ observe that (12) is equivalent o 
b(vn, vn)[b(g, g)(b(vn, g) + b(vn, h)) 
+b(h, h)(b(g, Vn) + b(h, vn)  + b(h, g)(b(vn, g) + b(h, Vn))] 
+b(v n, g)b(h, vn)b(vn, h) + b(h, vn)b(g, vn)b(v n, g) 
= b(vn, Vn)[b(g, g)(b(g, v~) + b(h, v,,)) 
+b(h, h)(b(v n, g) + b(v n, h)) + b(g, h)(b(g, v,,) + b(v n, h))] 
+b(g, vn)b(h, v~)b(vn, h) + b(vn, h)b(g, vn)b(v~, g). (46) 
Thus when C is the coalgebra of Proposition 4 and b: C x C --> k satisfies 
parts (a)-(e) of the same as well as 
b(Vn_l, "On) = 0 = b(vn, /)n-l) (47) 
then b satisfies (12) if and only if b satisfies (40)-(45) and (46). 
5. THE 1-1 TANGLE INVARIANTS WHICH ARISE FROM THE 
PREVIOUS SECTION 
Here we describe the forms b of the previous section which account for 
different 1-1 tangle invariants and discuss the resulting invariants. Through- 
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out this section we assume that the characteristic of k is not 2. For notational 
simplicity we set v = v n. 
For c = g, h define £(c), r(c) by 
£(c )=b(c ,g )  - b(c,h) and r (c )=b(g ,c )  - b(h,c). 
Notice that (40)-(42) are equivalent to 
and 
b(g,v)£(h) =£(g)b(h,v) ,  
b(c,v)r(d) =g(c)b(v,d)  
b(v, g)r(h) = r(g)b(v, h), 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
respectively, for c, d 6 {g, h}. We will find all solutions to (40)-(45) and 
(46). Equations (48)-(50) suggest dispensing with the cases in which g(c) = 
0 = r(c) for c = g, h right away. When £(c) = 0 = r(c) for c = g, h or, 
equivalently, b(g, g) = b(g, h) = b(h, g) = b(h, h), there are three mutu- 
ally exclusive sets of solutions to (40)-(45), (46). Their derivation is straight- 
forward and left to the reader. The assumption on the characteristic of k 
is used only in Case 3. Again, Cases 1-3 presuppose b(g, g) = b(g, h) = 
b(h, g) = b(h, h) # O. 
Case 1. b(c, v) = 0 = b(v, c) for c = g, h and b(v, v) arbitrary. 
Case 2. b(g, v) = b(h, v) and b(v, g) = b(v, h), b(g, v) or b(v, g) not 
zero and b(v, v) arbitrary. 
Case 3. b(c, v) = -b(v,  c) for c = g, h, b(g, v) ~: b(h, v) and b(v, v) = 
-b(g,  v)b( h, v)/b(g, g). 
For each bilinear form described in Cases 1 and 2, and in Case 3 when 
n > 1, there is a T-form structure (C, b, T), where C and T are described 
by (27) and (28), respectively. Note that b(vn_ ~, vn) = 0 in Cases 1 and 2, 
and b(v,_l, Vn) = - (b(h ,  v) - b(g, v))2/b(g, g) in Case 3. 
Now suppose that e(c) # 0 or r(c) # 0 for some c ~ {g, h} or, equiva- 
lently, not all of b(g, g), b(g, h), b(h, g) and b(h, h) are the same. When 
(48)-(50) are satisfied it is not hard to see that there exists an x 6 k such 
that 
b(c, v) = £(c)x and b(v, c) = r(c)x (51) 
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for c = g, h. Conversely, suppose that (51) holds. Then (48)-(50) are satis- 
fied. We observe that (43)-(45) are equivalent in this case to 
g.(c)[b(c, g) + b(c, h)lb(v, v) 
= g(c)[b(c, g) + b(c, h)lx2(g(g) - g(h)), (52) 
[b(g, c)b(c, h) - b(c, g)b(h, c)]b(v, v) 
= [b(g, c)b(c, h) - b(c, g)b(h, c)]x2(~.(g) - e(h)) (53) 
and 
r(c)[b(g, c) + b(h, c)]b(v, v) 
= r(c)[b(g, c) + b(h, c)]x2(g(g) - g(h)) (54) 
respectively, for c = g, h. The derivations of (52) and (54) proceed in a 
straightforward manner since b(g, g) - b(h, h) = g~(g) + r(h) and £(g) - 
r(g) = ~.(h) - r(h). We sketch the derivation of (53) in noting the right 
hand side of (44) becomes 
x2(£(c)r(c)[b(g, h) - b(h, g)] 
+g(c)[r(h)b(h, c) - r(g)b(g, c)] 
+r(c)[g(g)b(c, g) - g(h)b(c, h)]) 
= x2(g~(c)r(c)[r(h) - £(h)] 
+£(c)[r (h)( - r (c)  + b(g, c)) - r(g)b(g, c)] 
+r(c)[g(g)b(c, g) - £(h) ( -g(c)  + b(c, g))]) 
-- x2(g(g) - g(h)[r(c)b(c, g) - g.(c)b(g, c)] 
-- x2(g(g) - £(h))[b(g, c)b(c, h) - b(c, g)b(h, c)]. 
Suppose that (51) holds. Then (44) implies (46). For by rewriting (46) so 
that the terms involving b(v, v) are on the left and the others are on the 
right, using (51) and (53) we derive 
x3(g(g) - £(h))(b(g, g) - b(h, h))(b(g, h) - b(h, g)) 
= x3(£(g)g(h)r(h) + r(h)£(g)r(g) - r(g)g.(h)r(h) - £(h)g(g)r(g)) 
which is the equivalent of (46). Now the left hand side of this last equation 
is equal to the expression 
xa(£(g) - £(h))(r(g) + £(h))(r(h) - g(h)) 
which the reader can show is always equal to the right hand side. 
Suppose b(v, v) -- xE(g(g) - g.(h)). Then (52)-(54) are satisfied. As we 
shall see, for our purposes there is only one other case to consider. 
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Case 4. Not all of b(g, g), b(g, h), b(h, g) and b(h, h) are the same, 
b(c, v) = ((c)x and b(v, c) = r(c)x for c = g, h and b(v, v) = x2(e(g) - 
e(h)), where x e k. 
Using Proposition 4 the reader can show that there is a T-form structure 
(C, b, T) which realizes Case 4, where C and T are described by (27) and 
(28), respectively. An important observation to make in the proof of this 
assertion is that b(vn_ 1, v,,) = O. 
Now let (C,/3, S) be a quantum coalgebra over k and suppose that c ~ C 
satisfies A(c) = g ® c + c ® h, where g, h ~ G(C). Suppose further that 
S2(g) = g and S2(h) = h. Let T be a 1-1 tangle diagram with m _> 1 
crossings. We will find a general formula for T(c). Recall by part (c) of 
Corollary 1 that/3(g, e') :~ 0 and that fl(e, £t)-1 = fl-1(£, £,) for all ~, ~' 
G(C). Working from definition and using this last equation one can derive 
/3(c, e) /3(e, c) 
/3-1(c, e) = and /3-1(e, c) = 
/3(g, £)/3(h, £) ~(e, g)~(e, h) 
(55) 
for all £ ~ G( C). 
Now let X be a crossing of T with crossing lines labeled t and j according 
to the conventions of Section 2. We write X >- 0 if the over crossing line 
of X is labeled t and we write X -< 0 if the under crossing line of X is 
labeled t. The factor described in (CT.1)-(CT.4) which X contributes to 
each summand for the evaluation of T(c) is/3-signx(c(t), ¢(j)) if X ~ 0 and 
is /3-signX(C(j), C(o ) if X < 0, since one of c(1) or c(j) is g or h. Observe that 
A2m-l(c) is the sum of tensors of length 2m, where each tensor is described 
as having a single tensorand c with preceding tensorands g and following 
tensorands h. Associate the tensors (A) and (B), which have c as the lth 
and jth tensorands, respectively, to the crossing X. 
Suppose that b(g, g) = b(g, h) = b(h, g) = b(h, h) = a. Notice that (A) 
contributes 
I'-I a-signx'/[ /3 -s ignx(c 'h ) :x>-O 
x'¢x ] t /3-signx(h, c) : X -< 0 
a_WritheT/ asign x /3-sign x ( c, h) : X >" 0 
/ asign x /3-sign x ( h, c) : X "< 0 
to the evaluation of T(c) and likewise (B) contributes 
a_WritheX| asign x /3-sign x ( g, C) : X >- 0 
/ asign x /3-sign x ( c, g) : X < 0 
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Using (55) it is not hard to show that asignx~-signx(x, y) = a - l ( - s ignx)  
/3(x, y) where {x, y} = {c, £} and e = g, h. Therefore 
T(c) = ( -a  -1)a -writhe T(E  (sign X)[/3(c, h) +/3(g, c)] 
\x~O 
+ x~o~(sign X)[/3(h, c) + ¢1(c, g)]) (56) 
when b(g, g) = b(g, h) = b(h, g) = b(h, h). 
Now let C be the coalgebra of (27), let T be the endomorphism of C 
described by (28), and consider the quantum coalgebra c = (CT, 1~, S). Let 
b = ~]cr×cr and c = v n = v. Using (56) we see that Case 1 yields 
Tc(v)=O,  
Case 2 yields 
Tc(v ) = Aa-writheT(writhe T), 
where A = -a - l (b(v ,  h) + b(g, v)), and Case 3 yields DimV = n > 1 and 
where A = -a - l (b(g ,  v) - b(h, v)) ¢ O. 
Since writhe T is an invariant of 1-1 tangle diagrams, our Case 3 invariant 
gives that the difference 
sign X - ~ sign X 
X>0 X-<0 
is as well, where X runs over the crossings of T. If T has no crossings we 
set this difference and the writhe of T to be 0. Adding the writhe of T 
to this difference we deduce that ~x>-0 sign X is an invariant of 1-1 tangle 
diagrams. Let Wd T denote the Whitney degree of T. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that T is a 1-1 tangle diagram and T O is the 1- 
1 tangle diagram derived from T by reversing crossings o that X >- 0 for all 
crossings X of T 0. Then 
s ign  X - ~ sign X = writhe T o = Wd T. 
X>-0 X-<0 
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Proof. For a crossing X of T set tr(X ) = 1 if X >- 0 and set tr(X ) = -1  
otherwise. Then 
sign X - ~ sign X = ~ o'(x)(sign X), 
x>-O x-<O X 
where X runs over the crossings of T. For a crossing X of T let 
Xr be the crossing obtained by reversing X- Since o'(Xr)(SignXr ) = 
(--o'(x))(--sign X) = cr(x)(sign X) it follows that ~x>-0 sign X - ~x-~0 sign X 
= writhe T 0. Now T O can be regarded as a product of curls. In this case the 
sign of the crossing of each curl is the contribution the curl makes to the 
Whitney degree. Therefore writhe To = Wd T. l 
By virtue of the proposition 
sign X = 2 
X>.-O 
writhe T + Wd T 
Thus the invariant ~]x>-0 sign X of 1-1 tangle diagrams is jointly dominated 
by the writhe and Whitney degree. 
We now turn to Case 4. We will assume that x = 1 since different non- 
zero values of x give equivalent invariants of 1-1 tangle diagrams. If x = 0 
then To(v) = 0. Using (55) it is easy to see that 
b-signx(£, v) = b(g., g)-signx _ b(g., h)  -signx 
and 
b-signx(v, •) = b(g, e) -signX -- b(h, e) -signX 
for e = g,h. 
Suppose that the crossing lines of X are labeled t and j. Let X' be another 
crossing of T and suppose 1' and f are its crossing line labels. There are 
six mutually exclusive possibilities for the order relationships between the 
pairs t, j and t', f ,  namely: 
(O.1) t '< J '<t  < J  
(0.2) t '<t<f<J  
(0.3) t '< l< J<J '  
(0.4) t<t '< J '< J  
(0.5) t<t '<:<: '  
(0.6) t< J<t '< J ' .  
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For 1 < m < 6 let s ign(x,m+), respectively, sign (x, m-),  denote the 
sum of the signs of the crossings X' of T which satisfy condition (O.m) 
and X' ~- 0, respectively, which satisfy condition (O.m) and X' -< 0, and 
set sign (X, m) = sign (X, m+) + sign (X, m-).  We set sign (X, aa . . . . .  at) = 
sign (X, al) + "'" + sign (X, ar), where each a i is m +, m- or m for some 
1 < m < 6. Finally we set 
A(X ) = b(g, g) -sign (x' 1)b(g, h) -sign (x' 2+' 3+)b(h, g)-sign (x, 2-, 3-) 
x b(h, h) -sign (x, 4, 5, 6) 
and 
B(X ) = b(g, g)-sign (x, 1, 2, 4)b(g ' h)-sign (x, 3 +, 5+)b(h, g)-sign (), 3-, 5-) 
x b(h, h) -sign(x' 6) 
when T has more than one crossing and we set A(X) = 1 = B(X) otherwise. 
Observe that 
T,:(v) = ~ (A(x)[b(g, h) -signx - b(h, h)-signx l 
x>.-O 
+ B(x)[b(g, g)-Siwx _ b(g, h)-siwxl) 
+ ~_, (A(x)[b(h,  g)-Signx _ b(h, h) -signx] 
X--':O 
nt_ B(x)[b(g ' g)-signx _ b(h, g)-signx]). (57) 
Also observe that if it were the case that b(g, g) = b(g, h) = b(h, g) = 
b(h, h) = 0 then the right hand side of (57) would collapse to 0. Suppose 
that K is a subfield of k and the quotient field of the polynomial ring 
K[X1, . . . ,  X4] is a subfield of k. Then we may take b(g, g), . . . ,  b(h, h) to 
be indeterminates over k. 
In any event set xl = b(g, g), x2 = b(g, h), x3 = b(h, g), and x4 = 
b( h, h ). Then 
fT(xl, x2, x3, x4) = To(v) 
is a Laurent polynomial function on % = k* x k* x k* x k*, which we 
sometimes denote fT, where k* = k\O, and is an invariant of 1-1 tangle 
diagrams. It is an instructive xercise to show that fT(xl, X 2, X3, X4) is a 
regular isotopy invariant of 1-1 tangle diagrams by showing that axioms 
(TM.1)-(TM.5) of [7, Section 6.2] are satisfied. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Let T be a 1-1 tangle diagram and k be any field. Then 
fT(X1, X2, X3, X4) ~--- X1 writheT __ X4 writheT 
for all Xl, . . . ,  x 4 E k*. 
Proof. Note  that  fT(txl tx2, tx3, tx4) ---- t -writheT¢ tx , JTk 1, X2, X3, X4) for all 
t, x 1 . . . . .  x4 6 k*. To prove the proposition we may assume that k is infinite 
and T has at least one crossing. 
Suppose that k is infinite and T is a 1-1 tangle diagram with n > 1 
crossings. Then the equation fT(Xl, X2, X3, X4) = X1 writheT -- X4 writheT holds 
for all x l , ' - . ,  x4 e k* if and only if fT(1, x -1, y- l ,  z - l )  = 1 - z writheT for 
all x, y, z ~ k*. Thus the proposition holds if and only if the equation 
(X(y~x,~_o: ,,e,</sign x') y(Y:,,~o: ,'~!<i' s gn X') Z(Y~x': ,<,' sign x') 
x 
--~/(~]x'~-o: ,'<j</signx')y(~x'-~o: z,<j</signx')Z(~x,: i ~' signx')) 
.j_ zwrithe T 
~_. Z(X(Zx,~-o: ,,<,</sign,v') y(Zx,-<o: ,,<,</signx')l(Zx,: ,_<,, signx') 
x 
..~X(~x,,_o: ,,<j</sign )/')y(~x'-~o: ,'</_</sign h")Z(~x,: 1<*' sign x')) 
+1 
holds in the field of fractions k(X, Y, Z) of the polynomial ring k[X, Y, Z] 
over k. This last equation holds if and only if left hand exponents can be 
matched with right hand exponents. 
Form two lists (L) and (R) with 2n + 1 items each, where each item is a 
triple of integers. Each crossing X of T contributes two items to each list: 
E sign X', E sign X', E sign X') 
X'>-0: g<t<j  t Xt-<O: l¢~l<]  ' Xt: tml  t 
and 
Z sign X', ~ sign X', Y~ sign X') 
XI>-O: t '< J<f  XI-<O: t t< J<f  Xr: J< l  I 
to (L) and 
y]~ sign X', Y~ sign X', ~ sign X') 
Xt~-O: l /< l< J  z Xt-<O: IZ < l<J  t Xt: t~ l  t 
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and 
~ sign X', ~ sign X', Y] sign X') 
X'>.-O: t'<j~]' X '<0: f <J<-f X': J<t' 
to (R). Make (0, 0,writheT) and (0, 0, 0) the (2n + 1)th items of (L) and 
(R), respectively. The proposition holds if and only if (R) can be rearranged 
to match (L) term by term. Such a matching is guaranteed by Lemma 5 
below. | 
LEMMA 5. Let S be a well-ordered set with 2n elements, where n > 1, and 
suppose that X1 . . . .  , Xn is a partitioning of S into 2-element subsets. For each 
1 < u < n write Xu = {t,, j ,} where t, < Ju. Consider two lists (L) and (R) 
with 2n + 1 elements each, where each X, contributes two items to each list: 
LI(x~) = ({Xvltv <_ tu < %},{X~ltu < t~}) 
and 
to (L) and 
and 
to (R ). Make (0, { Xl . . . . .  Xn} ) and (0, 0) the (2n + 1)th elements of(L)  and 
(R), respectively. Then the items of (R) can be rearranged to match the items 
of (L ) term by term. 
Proof. We first equate values of (L) with values of (R) in a way that such 
a matching can be constructed. Fix 1 < u < n and consider t,. Then t, has 
an immediate successor in S which is either t~0 or 1,0 for some 1 < Uo <_ n. 
In the first case L I (xu)  = Rl(Xuo) and in the second L I (xu)  = R2(X,o). 
Now consider Ju. Either Ju has no successor in S, in which case L2(Xu) = 
(0, 0), or Ju has an immediate successor in S which is either tu0 or J~0 for 
some 1 _< u0 _< n. In the first case L2(X,) = Rl(xu0) and in the second 
L2(Xu) = R2(Xuo). 
Thus there is a matching of the items of (L'), which is (L) with an item 
of value (0, 0) removed, with the items of (R'), which is (R) with an item 
of value RI(x~) removed, where t~ has no predecessor in S. Note that 
R I (Xu)= (0,{Xl , . . . ,Xn}) .  I 
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As a corollary to the previous proposition: 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that k is an infinite field and T is a 1-1 tangle 
diagram. Then fT(Xl, x 2, x3, x4) = 0 for all Xl , . . . ,  x 4 ~ k* if and only if 
writhe T = 0. 
The corollary is false for finite fields. The characterization of fT in Propo- 
sition 6 accounts for some interesting equations. For example, suppose that 
Q 6 k* satisfies Q # Q-I. Set x I = x 4 = Q and x 2 = X 3 = Q-1. Let T be a 
1-1 tangle diagram. Using the fact that 
Qsignx _ Q-signx = (sign X)( Q _ Q- l )  
one easily deduces that 
fT(Q, Q-l, Q-l, Q) 
=(Q_  Q-1)Q-writheT (~,x(signx)Qsignx(Q2Sign(x, 2,3)_ Q2sign(x, 3,5))). 
Thus 
~--~(sign x)Qsignx(o 2(Zx': ,,<,</signx') __ a2(Zx,: ,'<j</signa/)) : 0 (58) 
X 
by Proposition 6, where t, j and t', j' are the crossing line labels of X and 
X', respectively. 
Suppose that k(X) is the field of fractions in X over k. Then 
fT(Y -1, 1, 1, 1) = y~X sign(x' 1,2,4)+signx __ Exs ign(x ,  1,2,4) 
x x 
Thus 
E X(Zx':/<-J sign x') _ E X(~x':/<J sign x') = X writhe T __ 1 
X X 
gives a Laurent polynomial formula involving T. Considering fT(1, x, y, 1), 
where x, y E k*,we derive 
E X(Y~x'>°: "~</sign x') y(Y~x'O: ~'~,<j' sign x') 
x 
-- E x(Y~x/~-°: / <J-</sign x') y(Ex,<o: ,'<,_</ sign X') 
X 
= E X(~x'>°: "<'<J' signx')Y(~x'~°: "<'</signx') 
X 
s(Y~x,>O: /<j</sign x') y(Ex'-<o: /<j</sign x') 
x 
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in the field of fractions k(X, Y) in X, Y over k. Likewise an analysis of 
fT(X -1, 1, 1, y-l) for x, y ~ k* gives the identity 
S(~x,: / <~ sign x') y(Ex,: , j  signx') 
x 
- y~ X(Ex  ':/<-I sign X') y(Ex': j.,' sign X') 
X 
= ~ X(Ex,: / <, sign x') y(Ex': ,<,' sign )¢') 
x 
_ ~ X(~x,: / <j sign X ~) y(~x': J<; sign x ~) 
x 
..~ ywrithe T _ xwrithe T
which specializes to (58). 
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